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Atkinson

Rachel Elizabeth Grzejka (MSW)

Atkinson

David Thomas Baillargeon (MBA)
Christopher Alan DePietro (BA)
Evan Patrick Dinu (BS)
Andrew John Kots (BSENSC)
Hilary E Miller (MS)
Michael John Murphy (BS)
Daniel G Nemr (BSEE)
Katherine Elizabeth Ouellette (BS)
Felicia A Pandelena (BA)
Sara Bell Rainer (MPH)
Caitlin Ann Rothwell (BA)
Hayley Elizabeth Siemering (BS) Summa Cum Laude

Auburn

Daniel Paul Birnstihl (BS) Cum Laude
Nicholas John Blais (BS)
Sarah Elizabeth Cote (MED)
Julie Nicole Demers (MPA)
Jeremy Paul Gelinas (BSENSC)
Allison N Gonyea (MED)
Bradley Christopher Houle (BS)
iain W Kyle (BS) Cum Laude
Sarah Anne Lambert (BSCHE) Magna Cum Laude
Michael Richard Locke (BSME) Cum Laude
Megan Lee Lordan (BS) Cum Laude
Amy Priscilla Myers (BS)
Jessica Ashley Nadeau (BA) Cum Laude
Alison Rae O'Brien (MED)
Ashley Violette Prokopik (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Keara Nicole Smith (BS)

Brentwood

William Robert Bradley (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Miguel Luis Catala (BS)
Joseph Francis Conneely (MBA)
Katharine Hope Cunningham (MS)
Ryan Thomas Foley (BS)
Kelly Elizabeth Fregeau (BA)
Jason A Sisk (BSEE)

Candia

Parker Newhall Anderson (BS)
Caleb M Bernier (BS) Cum Laude
Holly R Fosher (MS)
Abigail Kourafas (BS)
Megan Louise Madden (BS)
Michael Anthony Wynne (MSW)
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**Candia**

- Edith Grace Allard (BA) Christopher John DeCarlo (MS) Emma Patricia Goudreault (BS) John Curtis Hobden (MBA)
- Kailee Mae Merryfield (MSW) Julie Anna Murray (BS)
- Adam Perkins (BA)
- Iain Malachai Saltzberg-Pollard (BA)
- Caroline Geer Stenbeck (BS)
- Amy Lynn Tenanes (MBA) Morgan Marie Trahan (BS)

**Chester**

- Summa Cum Laude
- Cum Laude
- Summa Cum Laude
- magna Cum Laude
- Cum Laude

**Summa Cum Laude**

- Edith Grace Allard (BA)
- Christopher John DeCarlo (MS)
- Emma Patricia Goudreault (BS)
- John Curtis Hobden (MBA)
- Kailee Mae Merryfield (MSW)
- Julie Anna Murray (BS)
- Adam Perkins (BA)
- Iain Malachai Saltzberg-Pollard (BA)
- Caroline Geer Stenbeck (BS)
- Amy Lynn Tenanes (MBA)
- Morgan Marie Trahan (BS)

#### Danville

- Garrett Douglas Caisse (BSME)

#### Deerfield

- Zoe M Beausoleil (BS)
- Laura Lynn Hapke (MS)

#### Derry

- Sarah Anne Anderson (BS)
- Brandilynn Barker (BS)
- Olivia Joy Buckley (BS)
- Johnny Chen (BS)
- Tara Leigh Cieszka (BA)
- Taylor Ferdinand (BA) Jaquelynn May Goudreault (BS)
- Daniel James Courtier (BSBE)
- Benjamin Peter Couture (BSBE)
- May Goudreault (BS) Sean Frederick Hall (BS)
- Nathan Emile Hertig (BA)
- Kelsey Lee Hurrell (BA)
- Michael Brian Joncas (BSME)
- Amanda Joncas (BS)
- Chad Jordan Linehan (BA)
- Nicole Marie Locore (BS)
- Tara Alana Marzano (BA)
- Lauren Grace Maurice (BA)
- Margaret E McManus (BS)
- Julia Marie Miceli (BS)
- Lukas Dat Moeri (BA)
- Amanda Louise Morris (BA)
- Shawn Brian Murray (BS)
- Molly Jean Pagliuca (BS)
- Altai J Perry (BSCHE)
- Katie Nicole Scoville (BA)
- Samantha Marie Siros (BSEE)
- Joseph L. Tagliatela (BS)
- Eliza Tongs (BS)
- Laurie Rose Toombs (BS)

**Summa Cum Laude**

- Garrett Douglas Caisse (BSME)

---
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Derry
Kelly Rose Trainor (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Daniel B Turner (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Christopher Leif Tveten (BS)
Thomas John Williams (BSCHEM)
Brett Eric Wilson (BA)
Chandler James Wishart (BS)
Kristen Reese Woscyna (AAS)

Derry
Mackenzie Ryan Kraines (BS) Cum Laude

East Hampstead
Samantha Adrienne Welch (MED)

East Kingston
Erin E Braker (BSCHEM)
Jessica G Favazza (BS)
Rose Ellen Marston (AAS)

Epping
Taylor Leanne Barnes (BA)
Danielle Helen Bennett (BS)
Natalie Justine Bilinsky (MS)
Minette Frances Cantrall (BS)
Lauren Ann Goulet (BS)
Danielle L Janos (BM) Magna Cum Laude
Morgan Michele Lamothe King (MAT)
Andrea Lawrence (MED)
Tara Mary Martel (BS)
Timothy Rogers O'Brien (MBA)
Kyle Harris Pimentel (BS)
Kelly Christine Seaman (BA) Cum Laude
Penny Leigh Watson (BS)
Margaret D Weaver (BS)

Epping
Amy Elizabeth Michaud (MPH)

Exeter
Ross Baker (BSENVE)
Amelia Bay Borner (BA)
Isabelle Killian Brock (BSEE) Summa Cum Laude
Brennan James Donnell (BSMATH)
Lilly F Dovholuk (BA)
Duncan Alexander Fair (BSIT)
Amber Ganley (AAS) Honors
Colin Robert Graham (BSCHE)
Emily Ann Grosso (BS)
Zachary Thomas Holler (BA)
Christa Eve Jimenez (BS)
Andrew William Knight (BSCHE)
NH-Rockingham County

Exeter

Matt G Lortie (BSCIVE)
Connor Graham Martel (BA)
Erin Kelley McKenna (BA)  Cum Laude
Omar Suhail Nabulsi (BS)
Matthew Eric Norman (BS)  Cum Laude
Max Klaus Radermacher (BSEE)  Cum Laude
Silas Wellington Richards (BA)  Cum Laude
Logan Matthew Ripa (MBA)
Joseph William Scheidler (BA)
Emily Ann Schultz (MS)
Nyssa Melina Seekamp (BS)  Cum Laude
Abigail Short (MED)
Joseph Aidan Smyth (BA)
Bridget Maureen Soutter (BS)
Victoria Catherine Stanek (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Duncan Stuart (MA)
Joshua Antonio Teixeira (BSENVE)
Patrick John Toomey (BS)
Leann Lin Tsou (AAS)
Shane Joseph Wakeman (MA)

Fremont

Bailey Dawn Coish (MED)
Ryan James DellaPenna (BA)
Danielle Elizabeth Jongmsma (BS)  Cum Laude
Nicholas James Pettis (BS)
Anthony James Picone (BSCHE)
Alex Marie Wright (BSCENG)  Magna Cum Laude
Brian G Zukas (PHD)

Greenland

Amanda Christine Annicelli (BS)
Emily A. Bombard (DNP)
Jacqueline Anne Martell (BA)
Cameron Ryan McColough (BA)
Abigail Rose McDonough (BSBE)
Elise Marie McDonough (BS)
Christian Tyler Vance (BSEE)
Timothy Kendall Waryas (BSEE)

Hampstead

Alicia R Bartolotta (MSW)
Ryan William Christie (BS)
Allyson Kate Couture (BS)
Taytum Elizabeth Geary (BS)
Nicholas Tyler Gendron (BA)
Joseph Andrew Groch (BS)
Hannah Nicole Jacobs (AAS)
Whitney Ann Kivley (BS)
Sarah Ann Lippincott (MS)
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Hampstead
Benjamin Andrew Londrigan (BSME)
Thomas Christopher Mastorakos (BSCHE)
Tayla Nicole Nixon (BA)
James Nelson Rice (BSME) Cum Laude
Anthony Angelo Rosa (BS)

Hampton
Erika Molly Baril (PHD)
Michael Lewis Barnaby (MBA)
Lauren Nicole Berman (BA)
Liam Michael Bird (BS)
Cara Marie Buccini (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Krista Lynn Chasan (BA)
Kelly Christine Dolan (BS)
Connor Charles Dubois (BA)
Sarah Elizabeth Falk (BS)
Jack Francis Haight (BS)
Ashley Paige Hale (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Amanda Shaye Haraden (BA) Cum Laude
Jack Haraden (AAS)
Ashley Ann Harmon (BS)
Leanne W Hurd (AAS)
Danielle Marie Kalmbach (BSENVE)
Robert Liam Kelley (MENGR)
Courtney Rose Lamers (BS)
Nathan Michael Letourneau (BSIT)
Emily Luu (BA)
Trevor David Mattera (MS)
Allyson Neutchalee McAllister (BS)
Delaina Erin McCarthy (BS)
Molly J McCoy (BA)
Mackenzie Judge McDermott (BA)
Melina Amalia Minichello (BA)
Brandy L Nasser (BS)
Eric Charles Ouellette (BSCENG) Magna Cum Laude
Laura S. Reagan (MBA)
Kelly Ann Renstrom (BA)
Alexandr Scripcenco (MS)
Julia Elizabeth Segal (BS)
Allison Nicole Simon (BS)
Kali Lynn Slauder (BA)
Ian Jozef Valcich (BS)
Joseph E Van Gombos (MBA)
Drew Richard Verrier (BSCHEM)

Hampton Falls
Rachel H Colstad (BA) Cum Laude
Morgan M Kennedy (BS)
Ryan Matthew Mitchell (BS)

Kensington
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Kensington
Morgan Elizabeth Andreasse (BA)
Allison Elizabeth Bellisle (BS) Cum Laude
Scott Michael Brockelbank (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Morgan Finniss (BS)
Julie K Hall (MED)
Danielle R St. Cyr (AAS)
Joshua Wayne Zani-Conklin (MBA)

Kingston
Emily Carlson Calhoun (BS)
Kyle Stuart Gelina (BS)
Brittany Elizabeth Howard (BS)
Lucy Elody Klemarczyk (BA)
Emily Kristen Mallard (BS)
Adam J. Mullen (MED)
Caitlyn A Pagnottaro (BS)
Michael Alan Rich (BS)
Connor Robert Rose (BSME)
Charles Edson Ross (BS)
Laura M Samoisette (BS)
Madison L Theodore (BA)

Londonderry
Alana M Fanaritis (BS)

Londonderry
Samantha Marie Bogdahn (BS)
Martin Gerard Bourque (BA)
Kristen Michelle Bourque (BS)
Serina MacKenzie Brenner (MS)
Samuel Carter Breslin (BS)
Alexander Curtis Champa (AAS)
Rachel Kathleen Clarke-Pounder (BS)
Patricia Barbara Driscoll (BA)
Audrey Arlene Eccles (BSAM) Magna Cum Laude
Brianna Elizabeth Ferraro (BS)
Julia Kathryn Frechette (BS)
Joseph Vincent Green (BA)
Kenneth James Hite (BA)
Babul Islam (MBA)
Hannah G Kearney (BS) Cum Laude
Molly Clare Koon (BA)
Jace Mark Lamarre (BSMAED)
Kevin Thomas MacKenzie (MBA)
Kelly Ann Marko (BS)
Joseph Michael McGrath (BSCHE)
Matthew L McGrath (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Mary Margaret Miller (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Caroline Taylor Muse (BS)
Hailey Elizabeth Nartiff (BA)
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Londonderry
Clarissa Nicole Navarro (BS)
Nathan Alexander Peabody (BS)
Grant W Peters (BA)
Kimberly Ann Radzelovage (BSME)  Summa Cum Laude
Emily Helen Raymond (BA)
Kelsey Jane Ryan (BA)
Matthew James Selinka (MS)
Gregory John Servaes (BS)
Aliza Margaret Simpson (BA)
Deryn Paula Smith (BS)
Zachary Tavano (BS)
Jessica Sarah Wells (AAS)  Honors
Karissa Young (BA)

Merrimack
Christine Mei Aiello (BA)  Cum Laude

Newfields
Kyle Grant Averill (MED)
Alyssa Ann Browne (BA)
Molly Osborn Jacobson (MS)
Rachael DeRham Kelly (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Stephen Lindsey Polhemus (BA)

Newington
Christopher Michael Rossi (BS)  Cum Laude

Newmarket
Mackenzie Jennifer Bajger (BS)  Cum Laude
Alexander Scott Bickford (BSME)
Dylan J Carney (AAS)
Kathryn S Clark-Turner (MED)
Danielle C Coombs (BSME)
William R Fluhr (MA)
Jade Elizabeth Gibbons (MSW)
Ashley Marie Hobbs (MSW)
Savannah Jordan (MED)
Cassidy Mae LaBier (MS)
Samuel Farrington Leahy (BSEE)
Scott Robert Lister (BSCIVE)
Daniel Macadam (MS)
Kelsey Mae MacDonald (BS)
Julie Shannon Maislen (MS)
Faith Olivia Mangiafico (MBA)
Tiziana Wangui Munene (MS)
Sarah Jean Nordstrom (BA)
Michael Brian Perkins (BSCIVE)
Matthew S Ponce (BS)
Gavin Seth Potter (AAS)
Connor E. Reed (MS)
Elsa Schmeyer (AAS)  High Honors
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Newmarket
Michael William Simes (BA) Cum Laude
Gregory A Thompson (MBA)
Jacob William Valinski (BSCIVE)
Sarah Alyse Wong (MAT)

Newton
Mackenzie Elise Anderson (AAS)
Christina April Bianco (BA)
Georgina Page Canatselos (BA)
Meghan Suzanne Dolan (BA)
Ethan Hawk Larkham (BSCS)
Alexis Winsper (AAS)

North Hampton
Emma Checovich (BA)
Sarah Rhian Quirk (BA)
Hannah Gordon Thomas (BSME) Magna Cum Laude
Katherine Edwards Yuodsnukis (BA)

Northwood
Joseph Paul Anatone (BSCIVE)
Samantha Christine Corwin (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas Stewart Derocher (BS)
Jacob Mele (AAS)
Samantha Morgan Pollari (MED)
Yianna Marie Rhodes (BS)

Nottingham
Matthew Reed Howard (BS) Cum Laude
Morgan Brittany Lebrun (BS)
Kaelina Dee Lombardo (BS)
Steven Morin (MS)
Justine Marie Mundo (BS)
Daniel Joseph O'Keefe (BS) Cum Laude
Erik Joseph Rolser (BSCIVE) Cum Laude
Paige L Smith (MPA)

Plaistow
Nicholas A Bealo (BSME)
Anthony Michael Cafiso (BSME)
Benjamin Walker Enos (BSCIVE)
Kara Jayne Grandmaison (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Jessica Sarah Lawrence (BS) Cum Laude
Joseph Paul Mancinelli (BSCHEM) Magna Cum Laude
Matthew David Plante (BA)
Amanda Allison Plante (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Patrick Michael Radford (BA)

Portsmouth
Ryan J Baker (MBA)
Philip Charles Bean (MS)
NH-Rockingham County

Portsmouth

Matthew Craig Boisvert (AAS)
Kendall Alexandria Bryant (BA)
Megan Elizabeth Clawson (BS) Cum Laude
Ezra Ben Cohen (BS)
Nolan David Collins (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Sean Ryan Cronin (BSCENG)
Ilona Drew (MPP)
Yusuf Ebrahim (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Aisha Khaled El-Tahlawy (BS)
Matthew John Fratamico (BA) Cum Laude
Shannon Clare Gloria Gillan (BA)
Patrick Gerard Glynn (BSME)
Christian William Gum (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Sara Caryl Harvey (MED)
Andrew John Hebert (BSCS)
Adam Long Huynh (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Brian T. Jenkins (MS)
James Paul Kaslowski (AAS) Honors
Anthony Kilroy (AAS) Honors
Nicky Lam (BS)
Keegan Matthew Landry (BS) Cum Laude
Jennifer M Logsdon (PHD)
Erika Marie Lundgren (MSW) Magna Cum Laude
Christian Michael Main (MS)
Brady Mcmahon Marchewka (BS)
Mackenzie Richard Meyers (BSCENG)
Regina R Mills (BA)
Jarylle Myanne Doroja Montevirgen (BS) Cum Laude
Travis Newell Nevins (BSIT)
Kyle Robert Nutter (MBA)
Kaitlyn M Orde (MS)
Dillon John Owens (BS)
Rachel Devorn Pufahl (BA) Cum Laude
Madelyn Ann Rennie (BA)
Brett Macy Rice (BS)
Chris Robillard (MPP)
Sophie Michaelina Ruesswick (MAT)
Grant B Smith (BA)
Allyson Sarah Stillman (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Amanda Paige Therrien (BS)
Alexandria Marie Thorpe (MBA)
Julia Lee Vaillancourt (MS)
Matthew Glen Westbrook (BSME)

Portsmouth

Drew Anthony Angelopoulos (MSW)

PORTSMOUTH

Kyle P O'Leary (MENGR)

Raymond
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Raymond
Christina Delaney (MS)
Elizabeth May Harmon (BS)
Scott Dylan Hopper (BA)
Myles Sheldon Johnson (BSCS)
Darcy Marie Killerby (MSW)
Michael Louis Steed (BSEE)
Allison Barbara Tuttle (MSW)
James Charles Whitcomb (MS)
Patricia Nicole Williams (BS)

Rye
Robert B Carr (BSCIVE)
Ryan F Domitrz (BS)
Abby Jean Geel (BA)
Nina Petrovna Kappel (BA)
Bryan Adam King (BS)
Zachery Sean Leavitt (AAS)
Nicholas Joseph Ritzo (BS)
Michael Steven Salmonsen (BS)
Taylor Pedersen Schwartz (BS)

Salem
Brady Scott Barron (BSCHEM)
Kylie Danielle Brown (BS)
Lauren Elizabeth Carney (MED)
Kathryn Carpenito (MBA)
Jessica Jo Cuomo (BSMAED)
Ryan David Daley (BSIT)
Christopher H Dixon (MBA)
Britney Ann Fleming (BS)
Brianna Lee Foley (BA)
Alexander Paul Fredette (BS)
Alexander Gentile (BA)
Thomas L Giancola (MPP)
Christopher Michael Giuliano (BA)
John Glover Hartman (MS)
Ashley L Hayes (BS)
Bradley Connor Haynes (BS)
Alyssa Kennedy Kolbert (BA)
Danielle M Lachance (BS)
Abigail Leigh Lehner (BA)
Alexander Robert Mahn (BS)
Jason Armani Martinez (BA)
Christina Ann Martland (BS)
Kara E McGuire (BS)
Crystal Marie Napoli (BA)
Ian Wendot Ngetuny (BS)
Brian M Nippert (BSIT)
Jacqueline Kathleen Nunnelley (BS)
Derek P Phillips (BSENPH)
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Salem
Tyler J Pickett (BS)
Michael Anthony Polizzotti (BS)
Denise B Renalds (BSBE)
Celeste Marie Souza (BS) Cum Laude
Christopher Michael Stanton (BA)
Bret A Strassel (MS)
Melissa Evelyn Strugnell (BS)Cum Laude
Joseph Francis Sweeney (MPP)
Alexandra Lee Teuber (BA)
Jeremy Michael Tilton (BSCHE) Cum Laude
Kadianne Kiera Tommasi (BS)
Daniel Michael Walsh (BS)
Jared John Williamson (BS) Cum Laude
Ashley Dorrene Zannini (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Danielle Renee Zuliani (BA)

Sandown
Rachel Ann Behling (BA)
Hannah Fisher (AAS)
Michael Ryan Foster (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Jaclyn Rose Gaudette Bowley (MS)
Trevor John Martineau (BS)
Elizabeth Trautz (BA) Cum Laude
Matthew Michael Turner (BSCIVE)
Tyler Elias Weir (BSBE)

Seabrook
Emily Mary Dresser (MED)
Cierra Sandra Dumont (BS)
Elizabeth Anne Miller (AAS) High Honors
Brandon Christopher Musitano (BSCHE)

South Hampton
Carley Ann Desjardins (BS)
Zachery Todd Fitzgerald (BS)
Katharena Issabella Racine (BSCIVE)
Danielle Elizabeth Stolworthy (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Olivia Michelle Stolworthy (BA)

Stratham
Gabrielle Rose Bergeron (BS)
Amy E Block (MST)
Blake Walter Carrico (BS)
Michael Anthony Dileo (BS)
Chloe M Ellert (BA)
Whitney Nicole Holt (MED)
Amber Huot (BS)
Jacqueline Frances Klatt (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Lindsey Metcalf Low (MBA)
Aaron Christopher Promer (BA)
Gabrielle Ann Raymond (BA) Summa Cum Laude
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Stratham

James Michael Ripley (BSME)
Nicolas Robert Schramm (BS)
Sydney Greta Stella (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Darci Anne Swain (MS)
Faith M Tuttle (BA)
Katelyn Joanne Wood (BA)
Katherine Elizabeth Zampini (BA)  Summa Cum Laude

Stratham

Brianna Marie Lemire (BS)  Magna Cum Laude

Windham

Brianna Meghan Belley (BA)
Trevor Dougherty Campbell (BSCHE)
Elizabeth Alden Caruso (BA)
Benjamin C Desrochers (BA)
Brandon Richard Dreyfuss (BSENVE)
Sara Mineko Duclos (BSCHE)
Lyndsey Elizabeth England (BS)
Emily L Estes (BS)  Cum Laude
Connor James Garside (BA)
Angelina Natasha Hyatt (BS)
Kaitlyn Mary Rosenholm (BS)  Cum Laude
Alexa Nicole Splagounias (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Evan Daniel Todd (BA)
Justin Arthur Valentine (BS)